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Abstract
Robust ASR-systems should benefit from detecting when por-
tions of the decoded hypotheses are incorrect. This can be done
by including a separate verification module based on statisti-
cal hypothesis testing. String based minimum verification error
(SB-MVE) training is a promising alternative for improving the
corresponding verification-models.
This paper adresses a variant of SB-MVE at the phone level for
design of task independent verification modules. The algorithm
updates bothH0 andH1 phone models. Experiments are per-
formed on ”time of day” recordings of the Norwegian part of
Speechdat (II). The results show a relative decrease in utterance
error rate (compared to no verification) from8 − 37% for false
rejection rates ranging from0 − 25%. Thus the method shows
robustness with respect to choice of treshold.

1. Introduction
In order to design an ASR-system which will function well in
practical situations, one has to include strategies for coping with
errors in the output hypothesisWi. These errors are typically
defined at the utterance level, or at the (key) phrase or word
level. In dialogue systems such errors can be detected to a cer-
tain extent at the semantic level; i.e. by the NLP-module in
cooperation with the dialogue manager and history. However, it
is nonetheless important to be able to accept/reject the hypoth-
esis also at the acoustical stage. Thus, verification of the ASR-
results has been an important issue for several years. Errors
in the ASR-output can either be due to the user (speaker-made
noise or OOV-words) or the recognizer (ie. mis-recognition, of-
ten called putative errors).
In theory the posterior probability

P (Wi|X) =
p(X|Wi)P (Wi)

p(X)
(1)

is a good confidence measure for the hypothesisWi given
the acoustic inputX. However, practical ASR-systems nor-
mally ignore the termp(X) as it is constant over all hypothe-
ses. Therefore the decision-making ASR-score is based on the
numerator-likelihood in eq. (1), and represents only relative dif-
ferences in acoustical score. Thus this ASR-score can not tell
how well the match is, unless it is normalized byp(X).
During the last years, there has been a significant interest in or-
der to seek a reliable measurement for verification. This work
can mainly be divided into two categories. The first one is based
on a collection of features, gathered from the ASR-decoder and
other sources, which are combined in a static binary classifier
(for instance linear or neural network based) to derive a confi-
dence measure for each hypothesis [1], [2].
The second group is based on methods which directly or indi-
rectly use estimates of the posterior. This group can again be

divided into two subgroups. One approach is to try to estimate
p(X) by using the ASR-system. The probably most success-
ful method of these is N-best (or lattice) based [3], [4]. The
word-lattice can be calculated by the forward-backward algo-
rithm, and the corresponding N most competing paths (N-best
hypotheses) are chosen to represent a reasonable estimate for
p(X). The method is, however, quite computationally inten-
sive.
The second approach utilizes a separate verification module as
a postprocessor to a standard Viterbi-based ASR-decoder. As-
suming equal priors in eq. (1), this approach can be cast as a
binary statistical hypothesis problem using likelihood ratio test-
ing (LRT). The SB-MVE algorithm [5], [6] is based on this last
approach. In [6], the verification models are phone-based and
the training is based on minimizing the verification errors at the
same phone level. In [5] word-based models are trained using
minimization at the utterance/string level. In this paper we aim
at combining the task independent procedure of [6] with the
utterance based MVE procedure of [5]. Thus both phone and
anti-phone models are trained using a string based error crite-
ria.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 differ-
ent LRT-based verification strategies are defined and discussed.
In section 3 the task and the corresponding ASR-part are de-
scribed. In section 4 the results are given and discussed. Finally
we summarize our experiments and propose some further work.

2. Verification theory as a LRT
Given a set of classesW = {Wi, i = 1, ..., N} and an ob-
servationX which is classified as belonging to classWi. An
optimal statistical hypothesis test whether the classification is
correct (H0) or incorrect (H1), is based on the likelihood ratio
test

LRTi =
pi(X|H0)

pi(X|H1)
> τi (2)

The optimality is defined with respect to minimizing the
sum of verification errors; i.e. deciding onH0 whenH1 is cor-
rect (false acceptance) and vice versa (false rejection).
In practice, neither the likelihood functions nor the correct LRT-
tresholds are known. Nevertheless, the LRT-concept can still
be used based on approximations; i.e. estimated models. The
ASR-output hypothesis (H0) is normally well modeled in the
same way as in the recognizer, ie. as an HMM. The major prob-
lem is to find a model for the alternative hypothesis (H1), which
normally has a composite form.
Further, to our knowledge, little work has been done in order
to find automated methods for estimating (sub)optimal LRT-
tresholds, which obviously are some function of both the lin-
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gustic and acoustic information.

2.1. The posteriori and the LRT.

Assuming equal priors,P (Wi), i = 1, .., N , eq. (1) can then
be written as

P (Wi|X) =
p(X|Wi)P
j p(X|Wj)

(3)

Introducing the term ”anti-model” (W i), the denominator
in eq. (3) can be reformulated as

p(X|Wi) +
X
j 6=i

p(X|Wj) = p(X|Wi) + p(X|W i) (4)

The fact that z
1+z

is monotonic inz for z > 0 leads to the
following LRT equivalent to eq. (3).

p(X|Wi)P
j 6=i p(X|Wj)

=
p(X|Wi)

p(X|W i)
(5)

Eq. (5) forms the basis for a separate utterance verification
module and give rise to several methods that differ in the way
the alternative hypothesisH1 is modeled.

2.2. Utterance verification based on combining monophone
models.

Usually the hypothesis is an utterance; i.e. is composed of a se-
quence of HMM-models. In order to be able to design a task in-
dependent verification module for utterances,phone based ver-
ification modelingis a natural choice. Thus a much used strat-
egy is to calculate LRs at the phone level and to combine these
into an utterance confidence measure. The utterance hypothe-
sis consists of a phone sequenceWi = {f1, f2, ..., fL} and a
corresponding acoustic segmentationX = {X1, X2, ..., XL}.
Assuming context independency (and equal priors), an utter-
ance confidence scoreCMi can be defined by the log version
of eq. (1)

CMi = log(P (Wi|X)) =

LX
k=1

LLRk (6)

LLRk = log(p(Xk|fk)) − log(p(Xk)) (7)

The rhs. of eq. (7) can alternatively be replaced by the
log-version of either side of eq. (5) used at the phone level.

LLRk = log(p(Xk|fk)) − log(
X
j 6=k

p(Xk|fj)) (8)

LLRk = log(p(Xk|fk)) − log(p(Xk|fk)) (9)

Experiments [5] have shown that time/frame-normalizing
the phone LLRs improves performance.

Further, a more flexible variant of the combining function
in eq. (6) is proposed

CMi = log((
1

L

LX
k=1

exp(ηLLRk))
1
η ) (10)

where the parameterη controls the relative contribution of
the different phone LLR-values.
Due to computational complexity, monophone models are nor-
mally used. A simplifying modification of theH1-hypothesis at
the phone level is proposed by replacing the sum in the rhs. of
eq. (8) by a sum over a so-called phone cohort-set. The cohort-
set for each phone is normally found by a confusion matrix; i.e.
the subset which are most confusable with the phone.
Further, any sum in the rhs. of eq. (8) can be replaced by a more
flexible variant in the same way as eq. (10) can replace (6).

LLRk = LLk − log((
X
j 6=i

exp(γLLj))
1
γ ) (11)

where
LLj = log(p(Xj |fj)) (12)

2.3. SB-MVE estimation of monophone models.

For all cases, standard phone-based HMM-models are used in
the verification module. These models can be the same as in
the ASR-module, or else models must be trained based on a
separate speech database, e.g. by using the ML-criteria. This
last procedure can of course be done in a standard embedded
mode. Another method, however, is based on forced alignment
followed by bootstrap training. This method matches the veri-
fication technique based on combining phone-LRTs (eq. (6) or
(10)).
In the single anti-model case, both ordinary phone models and
specific anti-models have to be trained. This can be done by the
ML criteria. However, it is shown that the SB-MVE training
method significantly enhances the performance. The variant of
SB-MVE proposed here starts by finding the N-best hypothe-
sesWj , j = 1, .., N including the correctWi from the ASR-
module. After a forced alignment, the verification module (us-
ing eq. (9), and (10)) will produce the corresponding utterance
confidence measuresCMj , j = 1, .., N . A misclassifisation
measure (utterance LLRT)MMi is defined for the correct hy-
pothesisWi

MMi = CMi − log((

NX
j 6=i

exp(ξCMj))
1
ξ ) (13)

A sigmoid loss function is then applied to approximate a
smooth error loss function.

li =
1

1 + exp(αMMi + β)
(14)

whereα andβ controls respectively the slope and the shift
location.
The generalized probabilistic descent approach is used to mini-
mize the empirical average cost on a training set in order to up-
date the HMM-parameters for the verification monophone mod-
els.



3. SpeechDat (II) and the COST279
ASR-module.

Within the SpeechDat(II) project a total of 28 databases have
been collected covering eleven European languages as well
as some major dialectal variants and minority languages. 20
databases have been recorded over the fixed telephone network
(FDB. Among those is a 1000 speaker Norwegian database.
Version 0.96 of the HTK-based COST249 SpeechDat reference
recognizer [7] is used as the ASR-module for this Norwegian
part of SpeechDat. The acoustic features are conventional 39-
dimensional MFCCs, including the zero’th cepstral coefficient
C0 as energy. Decision tree state clustered, word internal con-
text dependent (CD) phonetic HMMs are trained from ortho-
graphic transcriptions. The CD-phones are modeled as three
state left-to-right HMMs, with no skip transitions. Each state is
modeled as a 32-mixture Gaussian with diagonal covariances.
No general garbage/OOV models are trained. However, sepa-
rate models were estimated for the SpeechDat defined symbols
silence [sil], short pause [sp] and speaker generated noises [spk]
and [fil].
The database is split into a set of 800 speakers used for train-
ing of the COST249 recognizer, and a remaining testset of 200
speakers. 45 utterances were recorded for each speakers.

4. Experimental results
This paper presents experiments which represent a first step
towards integrating verification into a dialogue system for
Norwegian. Thus the ”time of day” task was chosen, as such
utterances are frequently used in dialogue applications . This
task includes equally many spontaneous (current time T1), and
prompted (T2) recordings.
Note that for task independent verification, the verification
models are trained on other parts of SpeechDat. Thus we are
free to use all the available ”time of day” recordings (1000
speakers) for testing. However, recordings which include
either out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, mispronunciations,
unintelligible speech or truncations are excluded, thus all
the resulting errors are putative. This resulted in 1570/375
remaining utterances from respectively the training/test sets.
Together they form a verification testset of 1945 utterances.

4.1. Recognizer performance

The time grammar is comprised by the natural numbers and
16 additional time expression related words, giving a total
vocabulary of 99 words. The grammar allows the symbols [sil],
[sp], [spk] and [fil] to preceed or succeed any vocabulary item.

The error rates of the COST249 recognizer for the task are
given in table 1.

Word Utterance
86.5 71.8

Table 1 : Word/utterance accuracy for the time-of-day task.

Note that while the utterance accuray in table 1 is given by
eq. (15), the corresponding utterance accuracy after verification
is defined by eq. (16) where#rejections is the sum of the

number of false and correct rejections.

100 ∗ #errors

#utterances
(15)

100 ∗ #false accepts

#utterances − #rejections
(16)

4.2. Training of verification models.

The H0 and H1 monophone models were chosen to have
the same structure and number of mixtures as the CD-phone
models used in the ASR-module. HTK-tools were used for
testing and training (except for the SB-MVE training).
As a first step towards a task independent verification module,
the models and the antimodels were trained ML-wise on a
separate part of SpeechDat, i.e. the recordings of phonetically
rich words (W1-4).
The W1-4 set was also used with the COST249 ASR-module
in a phone recognition experiment to decide on verification
cohort sets for each phone. Based on the corresponding phone
confusion matrix, cohort sets of size 4 were chosen.
In order to produce intitial models for the SB-MVE algorithm,
single anti-phone models were first trained ML-wise on a subset
of W1-4 corresponding to the cohort set of the specific phones.
Then the SB-MVE algorithm was used for discriminative
training using a subset of 1000 utterances from the recordings
of phonetically rich sentences (S1-9). The mean and standard
deviation of the ML-based utterance confidence measures
given by eq. (10) were chosen as values for respectively
the slope and offset parameters for the sigmoid smoothing
function. For the N-best recognition,N = 6 was chosen.
The SB-MVE algorithm was restricted to update the Gaussian
means of theH0 and theH1 verification monophone mod-
els. The covariances and mixture weights were kept unchanged.

4.3. Verification performance.

The results given in figure 1 and 2 show the correctrejection
rate as a function of the falserejection rate. For all experiments,
setting the combining parameters in eq. (10), (11) and (13)
equal to 10 gave best results.
The different curves in the figures refer to different choices of
phone models and/or LLRTs. The single ML-based approach
(eq. (9)) are namedsingleML, while the corresponding
SB-MVE based models are namedsingleSB-MVE. The ”all
but correct” ML-approach (eq. (8)) is namedall ML, while
the corresponding simplified ”cohort set” approach is named
coh ML.

The performance for the ML-trained verification models are
shown in figure 1. Not surprisingly, the performance improves
with the complexity of theH1 models. As the allML method
outperforms the cohML method for all tresholds, the latter is
left out in the following.

Figure 2 shows the performance of the singleSB-MVE
models versus ML-based models. SB-MVE training signifi-
cantly improves the performance relatively to the singleML
models. SB-MVE models also show a consistently better
performance than when using the much more complex allML
models.

While the baseline (no verification) utterance accuracy is
71.8%, the corresponding accuracy after verification (eq. (16))
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Figure 1: Performance for task independent ML-trained veri-
fication models. SingleML (dotted), cohML (solid), all ML
(dashed).

for the SB-MVE models increases from74.3% to 82.3% as a
function of increasing the false rejection rate from0% to 25%.
This improvement corresponds to a relative decrease in the ut-
terance error rate from8% to 37%.
Assuming a working point of10% false rejection rate, table
2 gives the corresponding utterance accuracy for the different
verification models. The corresponding relative decrease in ut-
terance error rate for SB-MVE trained models is27%.

No verification SingleML All ML SB-MVE
71.8 75.9 78.2 79.4

Table 2 : Utterance accuracy after verification for 10% false
rejection rate.

The promising results direct us towards current/future work
with respect to the following topics

• Update all the verification model parameters.

• Try out more flexible structures for the single anti-phone
models.

• Compare our method with the subword-based MVE
method in [6].

• Investigate methods for determining optimal tresholds.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced string based MVE training of
bothH0 andH1 monophone models in a task independent ut-
terance verification module. The algorithm has been tested on
the ”time-of-day” recordings of the Norwegian part of Speech-
Dat (II). The results were compared with corresponding results
for different ML-trained antimodel combinations. We conclude
that verification using SB-MVE trained models decreases the
utterance error rate significantly for all tresholds. In addition,
the performance was consistently better than when using the
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Figure 2: Performance for task independent SB-MVE-trained
versus ML-trained models. SingleML (dotted), singleSB-
MVE (solid), all ML (dashed).

much more computationally complex method based on com-
bining all (but theH0) ML-trained models to form a competing
anti-model.
Thus our experiments confirm the results given for the other
SB-MVE variants [5], [6].
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